Stuttered speech is a dysfluency rich speech, more prevalent in males than females. It has been associated with insufficient air pressure or poor articulation, even though the root causes are more complex. The primary features include prolonged speech and repetitive speech, while some of its secondary features include, anxiety, fear, and shame. This study used LPC analysis and synthesis algorithms to reconstruct the stuttered speech. The results were evaluated using cepstral distance, Itakura-Saito distance, mean square error, and likelihood ratio. These measures implied perfect speech reconstruction quality. ASR was used for further testing, and the results showed that all the reconstructed speech samples were perfectly recognized while only three samples of the original speech were perfectly recognized.
Introduction
The aim of this study is to develop a novel approach for stuttered speech correction using speech reconstruction. Human beings express their feelings, opinions, views and notions orally through speech. Speech includes articulation, voice, and fluency [1, 2] . It is a complex naturally acquired human motor skills, an action characterized in normal grownups by the production of about 14 different sounds per second via the coordinated actions of about 100 muscles connected by spinal and cranial nerves. The ease with which human beings speak is in contrast to the complexity of the act, and that complexity may help explain why speech can be exquisitely sensitive to the nervous system associated diseases [3] . Nearly 2% and 5% of adults and children stutter respectively [4, 5] .
Stuttering can also be defined as a disruption in the normal flow of speech unintentionally by dysfluencies, which include repetitive pronunciation, prolonged pronunciation, blocked or stalled pronunciation at the phoneme or the syllable level [6] [7] [8] . Stuttering cannot be permanently cured, however, it may go into remission after some time, or stutterers can learn to shape their speech into fluent speech with the appropriate speech pathology treatment. This shaping has its effects on the tempo, loudness, effort, or duration of their utterances [7, 9] . Stuttering has been found to be more prevalent in males than females (ratio 4:1) [1, 2, 6, 9, 10] . Stutterers and non-stutterers alike have speech dysfluencies, which are gaffes or disturbances in the flow of words a speaker plans to say, but dysfluencies are more observable in stutterers' speech [11] . Stuttered speech is rich in dysfluencies, usually repetitions. Classical approaches to the analysis of dysfluencies are in very short intervals, which is sufficient for recognition of simple repetitions of phonemes [12] .
In order to achieve the reconstruction, the linear prediction coefficient (LPC) was used. It was used because its algorithm models the human speech production. The reconstructed speech was then evaluated using objective speech quality measures such as cepstral distance (CD), mean square error (MSE), Itakura-Saito distance (IS) and likelihood ratio (LR). Automatic speaker recognition (ASR) system was developed to further evaluate and compare between the original speech and the reconstructed speech.
Methods
The methodologies used for the actualization of this research are described in this section. The LPC analysis and synthesis, the line spectral frequency (LSF) for feature extraction and the multilayer perceptron (MLP) as classifier are explained.
LPC Speech Reconstruction
Linear predictive coding (LPC) is most widely used for medium or low bit-rate speech coders [13] . From each frame of the speech samples, the reflection coefficients are computed. Because important information about the vocal tract model is extracted in the form of reflection coefficients, the output of the LPC analysis filter using reflection coefficients will have less redundancy than the original speech. Thus, less number of bits is required to quantize the residual error. This quantized residual error along with the quantized reflection coefficients are transmitted or stored. The output of the filter, termed the residual error signal, has less redundancy than original speech signal and can be quantized by a smaller number of bits than the original speech. The speech is reconstructed by passing the residual error signal through the synthesis filter. If both the linear prediction coefficients and the residual error sequence are available, the speech signal can be reconstructed using the synthesis filter.
Speech Analysis Filter
Linear Predictive Coding is the most efficient form of coding technique [14, 15] and it is used in different speech processing applications for representing the envelope of the short-term power spectrum of speech. In LPC analysis of order 'p' the current speech sample s(n) is predicted by a linear combination of p past samples k, and given by equation (1) [16] .
where ( ) is the predictor signal and { (1), …, ( )} are the LPC coefficients. The residual signal ( ) is derived by subtracting ( ) from ( ) and the reduced variance is given by the equation- (2) .
By applying the Z-transform to the equation which gives rise to the equation (3) .
where ( )) and ( ) are the transforms of the speech signal and the residual signal respectively, and ( ) is the LPC analysis filter of order ′ ′ as given by equation (4).
The short-term correlation of the input speech signal is removed by giving an output ( ) with more or less flat spectrum. After implementation of analysis filter, the quantization techniques are implemented and the speech signal is to be brought from the quantized signal at the receiver and so the quantized signal is to be synthesized to get the speech signal.
Speech Synthesis Filter
The short-term power spectral envelope of the speech signal can be modelled by the all-pole synthesis filter as given by equation (5) [16] :
The equation (5) is the basis for the LPC analysis model. On the other hand, the LPC synthesis model consists of an excitation source ( ), which provides input to the spectral shaping filter ( ), which will give the synthesized output spe-ech ( ) as given by equation (6) [14] :
In order to identify the sound whether it is voiced or unvoiced, the LPC analysis of each frame can act as a decision-making process. The impulse train is used to represent voiced signal, with non-zero taps occurring for every pitch period. To determine the correct pitch period/frequency, a pitch-detecting algorithm is used. The pitch period can be estimated using autocorrelation function. However, if the frame is unvoiced, then the white noise is used to represent it and a pitch period of T=0 is transmitted [14] [15] .
Therefore, either white noise or impulse train becomes the excitation of the LPC synthesis filter. Hence, it is important to emphasize on the pitch, gain and coefficient parameters that will be varying with time and from one frame to another. The above model is often called the LPC Model. This model speaks about the digital filter (called the LPC filter) whose input is either a train of impulses or a white noise sequence and the output is a digital speech signal [14] [15] .
Feature Extraction
In general, most speech feature extraction methods fall into the following two categories: modelling the human voice production system or modelling of the peripheral auditory system [17] . Feature extraction consists of computing representations of the speech signal that are robust to acoustic variation but sensitive to linguistic con-tent [18] . It is executed by converting the speech waveform to some type of parametric representation for further analysis and processing. This representation is effective, suitable and discriminative than the original signal [19] . The feature extraction plays a very important role in speech identification. As a result of irregularities in human speech features, human speech can be sensibly interpreted using frequency-time interpretations such as a spectrogram [20] .
Line Spectral Frequency (LSF)
Line Spectral Frequency (LSF) exhibits ordering and distortion independence properties. The-se properties enable the representation of the high frequencies associated with less energy using fewer bits [21] . LSF's are an alternative to the direct form predictor coefficients or the lattice form reflection coefficients for representing the filter response. The direct form coefficient representation of the LPC filters is not conducive to an efficient quantization. Instead, nonlinear functions of the reflection coefficients are often used as transmission parameters. These parameters are preferable because they have a relatively low spectral sensitivity [22] . It has been found that the line spectral frequency (LSF) representation of the predictor is particularly well suited for quantization and interpolation. Theoretically, this can be motivated by the fact that the sensitivity matrix relating the LSF-domain squared quantization error to the perceptually relevant log spectrum is diagonal [23] .
Classification
In order to classify and recognize the eight speakers, an MLP (multilayer perceptron) type of neural network was used. Since neural networks are very good at mapping inputs to target outputs, this feature was used to the advantage of this study. The MLP was used to map the input to the output and it is described below.
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is one of many different types of existing neural networks. It comprises a number of neurons connected together to form a network. This network has three layers which are input layer, one or more hidden layer(s) and an output layer with each layer containing multiple neurons [24] . A neural network is able to classify the different aspects of the behaveours, knows what is going on at the instant, diagnoses whether it is correct or faulty, forecasts what it will do next, and if required responds to what it will do next. For an MLP network with b input nodes, one-hidden-layer of c neurons, and d output neurons, the output of the network is given by equation(7) [25] [26] :
where and are the activation functions of the hidden-layer neurons and the output neurons, respectively; and are the weights connected to the output neurons and to the hidden-layer neurons, respectively; is the input.
All nodes in one layer are connected with a specific weight to every node in the following layer, without interconnections within a layer. Learning takes place in the perceptron by varying connection weights after each piece of data is processed, based on the quantity of error in the output judged against the anticipated result. This is an example of supervised learning and is achieved through back propagation, a generalization of the least mean squares algorithm [27] . However, a common problem when using MLP is the way to choose the number of neurons in the hidden layer [28] .
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Performance analysis is the process of evaluating how the designed system is or would be functioning. By evaluating the system, it is possible to determine if something could be done to speed up a task, or change the amount of memory required to run the task without negatively impacting the overall function of the system. Performance analysis also helps to adjust components in a manner that helps the design make the best use of available resources. The confusion matrix labelling for the computation of the ROC.
The major metrics that are extracted from the confusion matrix are sensitivity, accuracy, specificity, precision, and misclassification rate [29] . Sensitivity (Sen) or recall is a measure of the proportion of actual positives which were correctly identified (true positive rate), accuracy (Acc) is a measure of the degree of closeness of the predicted values to the actual values, precision (Pres) is a measure of repeatability or reproducibility and misclassification rate (MR) is the number of incorrectly identified instances divided by the total number of instances.
Results and Analysis
The stuttered speech samples that were obtained for use in this research is the University College London Archive of Stuttered Speech (UCLASS) release 1 database. The recordings of the stuttered speech were collected at University College London (UCL) over a number of years. The recordings are mostly from children who were referred to clinics in London for assessment of stuttering. The Release One recordings have only monolog speech with an age range from 5 years 4 months to 47 years. For the convenience of users, they were prepared in CHILDES, PRAAT, and SFS formats, all of which are freeware available on the Internet. The speech recordings included both male and female speakers. Table 1 shows the eight samples used and the types of stuttering present in them. The categories of the stuttering present are burst stuttering (B), reciprocating stuttering (R), blocking stuttering (BL), and interjection (I).
The dysfluencies associated with stuttering can be classed into the following categories [2, 8, 9, 11, 30] :
Bursts stuttering (B)
A syllable is repeated when speaking ("He wawa-was a good king") or (caaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaake).
Reciprocating stuttering (R)
Some syllables are repeated when speaking ("He wwwas a good king") or ("u-um-um") or prolonged ("uuuum") or repeated syllable before pronunciation ("wa wa wa water").
Blocking stuttering (BL)
A word is difficult to pronounce in a sentence, for a few seconds unsuccessful ("He w--as a good king").
Interjection (I)
Some interjections are added to the sentence ("I have um, um, a test to-day") or ("School is, well, fine") or ("The test was, you know, hard").
The analysis tool for evaluating the automatic speaker recognition (ASR) systems was a modification of the analysis tool developed by Best in 1981. In order to cater for more distinction at the boundaries of the analysis tool, it was modified to enhance its ability to effectively handle probability values that are exactly on the edges such as 20, 40, 60 and 80. Furthermore, the categories negligible and high were divided into 2 each. This was done in order to enhance the grouping of probabilities into the two classes and to reduce the band of the two classes. The modifications introduced are described in Table 2 .
Objective Measure
The cepstral distance (CD), mean square error (MSE), Itakura-Saito distance (IS) and likelihood ratio (LR) measure between the original speech and the reconstructed speech can be seen in Table   TABLE 1  SUMMARY OF SAMPLES USED FOR THE ASR   Sample Stutterer type 3. The MSE between the original speech and the reconstructed speech for all the speech samples is zero, implying that the reconstruction was perfect with excellent quality of speech and a mirror reflection of the original speech. Similarly, the IS between the original and the reconstructed speech signals was zero. Since the MSE for all samples implied excellent reconstruction, it could be inferred that IS value of zero means perfect reconstruction quality. The LR for all the 8 samples is also zero. The CD for samples F2, F4, M1 and M4 are not zero, implying that these four samples do not have perfect reconstruction. This, however, is in contrast to the result interpretation of the other 3 metrics. And because it is known that whenever signal processing techniques are applied to any signal, reversing the process cannot give exactly the same signal as the original signal. Either there is an improvement of the signal or it is degraded.
ASR Evaluation
The LSF-MLP, feature extractor classifier was selected for developing the ASR. The developed ASR was applied on the original stuttered speech signal; this is to serve as a benchmark for the purpose of comparison with the reconstructed spe- ech. The performance metrics that have been discussed above were applied to evaluate the responsiveness of the ASR to the original speech. The performance metrics of systems are plotted in Figures 1-4 .
The reconstructed speech was also used with the developed ASR system. Though the reconstructted speech has been evaluated using some objective measure, the methodologies used are just distance measures and the MSE. These distance measures only evaluate the closeness between the original speech and the reconstructed speech. And these measures were not able to effectively differrentiate between the original speech and the reconstructed speech. As a result, using ASR for proper evaluation of how the speech would be recognized is compulsory. The results of the performance of the ASR are as discussed below.
For the original speech, the sensitivity of the ASR to samples F1, F2 and M4 was high, while the system sensitivity to F3, M2 and M3 was substantial and F4 and M1 had low sensitivity. The accuracy was high for F1, F2, M3 and M4 and considerable for the remaining four samples. The precision of the system to M1 was low, F3, F4, and M2 were moderate and high for the other samples. The misclassification rate was poor for F3, F4, M1 and M2 and negligible for the other samples.
For the reconstructed speech, the ASR had a sensitivity of group high for all the samples, with only F2 and F4 that below 100%. Similarly, all the accuracies can as well be put in the group high, with F1, F2 and F4 slightly below 100%. The values of the precision are also in the group high, with F1 and F4 below 100%. In addition, all the misclassification rates are in the category negligible, while only F1, F2, and F4 have values slightly more than 0%. Tables 4 and 5 show the summary that reduces the calculations and explanations of Figures 1-4. The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid activetion function (tansig) was used for both the hidden layer and the output layer. From Table 5 , it can be seen that the ASR excellently senses each input, puts them in their correct classes, with no misfiring. Similarly, all the inputs had very small values for the misclassification rates, implying that almost all the samples were correctly classified. Comparing it with the ASR results of the original speech signals, it would be observed that only the accuracy was very good. The results for the sensitivity and precision had a mixture of the different categories. Also, the misclassification rates are all negligible, with values not as low as they should be. Only 4 of the 8 samples had below 5% while the other 4 had values more than 10%.
Conclusion
The use of speech reconstruction for stuttered speech for correcting stuttered speech has been enumerated in this study. Since the LPC algorithm used models the human speech production, the reconstructed speech was very similar to the original speech as interpreted by the objective measures. The ASR gave a better picture of the reconstructed speech as all the speech samples were perfectly recognized while only 3 samples of the original speech were perfectly recognized. Therefore, it could be concluded that the reconstructed speech would be better perceived by the stutterers. 
